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This award-winning mystery thriller is an unputdownable rollercoaster of a read, filled with action,
adventure and romance. When campaigning journalist Marianne Coltrane falls in love with a remote
island off the west coast of Ireland, she had not bargained for a tumultuous affair with Hollywood
movie star Ryan O'Gorman. When Ryan's career recalls him, Marianne remains on the island to
support the close-knit community who are becoming like a family to the world-weary journalist and
her beloved Highland terrier. It's not long before Ryan realises he cannot live without her and
returns to woo her back.Tricky enough without his problematic ex-wife or the contract he cannot
break, but when a mysterious death lands his agent in a heap of trouble and Marianne's mother find
herself literally up to no good in New York, the couple, struggling to establish their own relationship
are very nearly driven apart. Then when a dangerous but essentially good deed puts all they
treasure in jeopardy, it's time to take stock and fight for what matters most ...or is time running out
for this charismatic couple and everything they hold most dear?"Following the acclaimed debut The
Hollow Heart, A Change of Heart is another exciting read. Laced with glamour, mystery and intrigue,
this beguiling tale is filled with characters you'll love and laugh with all over again."Book II in the
Heartfelt series.
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A Change of Heart is the second book in the Heartfelt series by Adrienne Vaughan and although
you don't need to have read the first one (A Hollow Heart) to appreciate this book, I would strongly
advise you to buy the two because they are both cracking good reads.A Change of Heart continues
to follow the fortunes and lives of the residents in a small picturesque Irish village. All the old
favourites from A Hollow Heart are there, Marianne, Ryan and Miss MacReady to name a few,
along with one or two new ones. Dear faithful little Monty is part of the second book too which is
delightful as he is such a fun and amusing addition to the human characters.It is an adventure and a
romance all rolled into one so would appeal to readers from both genres. I found myself, as with A
Hollow Heart, not able to put this book down as there seemed to be so much going on all the time
and I just couldn't find a good place to stop reading!A Change of Heart is just as visually pleasing as
the first book and the new characters jump out of the page at you. I can't tell you why, towards the
end of the book, I gasped out loud because it would spoil the story, but believe me, emotions were
running high!The moment you begin reading this book you are surrounded by the people, sights and
sounds from within it, leaving your own reality somewhere on the distant horizon. This is the perfect
book to curl up with and relax away from the stresses and strains of everyday life.I can't wait for the
next book in the series.

After reading The Hollow Heart I didn't even let a day pass, and started immediately this follow up.
The heartfelt trilogy is highly addictive, beware! The book could be read as a story alone, but why
not indulge in the whole series? You will not be disappointed! I was hooked from page one, and,
needless to say, was on to the third book of the series as soon as I finished this one. Loved it.

Have truly enjoyed the characters and the setting of story in Ireland. There are several things going
on and you get caught up in the drama. There are lots of old secrets and new ones. Just when you
think you have it all figured out in takes a new twist. Am about to start book three in series.

This book was a slow/boring read for about the first 1/3 to 1/2...but without all that background you
would not have understood the rest. it got interesting in the last part, but I would not say this was my
favorite read.

Inishmahon is a fictional island off the West coast of Ireland but it will seem very real when you read
Change Of Heart . Adrienne Vaughan creates such realistic settings and characters that you live the
story with journalist Marianne and film star Ryan as they cope with two babies, an ex-wife , a death,
drug and arms smuggling and a looming deadline for Ryan to leave Inishmahon and return to the
bright lights of LA. The plot is fast paced and the characters wonderfully depicted .I really enjoyed
this read and Iâ€™m looking forward to the next in the series.

The first two books of the series were both great stories. Each one will stand alone, or should be
read in order of publication. No cliffhangers. A satisfying ending, with relationships that can be
picked up again in the last book. The Ireland location was fun and interesting. I look forward to the
third and final book in the series.

I read the first book in this series a while ago and loved it, so I was thrilled to see this book on . Both
books are so well written that you fall in love with the characters and the island, and since the point
of reading a novel is to become lost in a story, I can't recommend this one highly enough. I would
recommend you read them in order, though.

Movie star Ryan Oâ€™Gorman is ready to give up his successful acting career and settle down on
the remote Irish isle of Innishmahon with journalist Marianne Coltrane. Marianne is already busy
making plans and preparing for their new life. The peaceful new life they had both hoped to start
living is soon shattered when Ryan finds he is unable to get out of the contract, he must complete
two more movies in his trilogy of films. The couple also face further trouble when Angelique,
Ryanâ€™s ex-wife and mother of his son turns up demanding also that Ryan sticks to the terms of
their marriage contract. When it looks like all hope is lost for Ryan to get out of either contract,
Angelique leaves one more shock for the couple which leads to a romance story packed with drama
and adventure.From the colourful characters of the community of Innishmahon to the beautiful isle
itself, which thanks to the wonderful writing of author Adrienne Vaughan I loved my escape to
Ireland. This was so much more than sitting reading a book this is a book that is so real that it pulls
you in and you feel you are no longer a reader but an invisible observer walking through the story
with all the characters, following their story, and what an amazing story it is. This is a book you will
find never as a dull moment and you will not be able to stop turning the pages. I cannot wait to read
the next book and see what further adventures await.
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